Algorithms and computational complexity measures for simulating the motion of contacting bodies with friction are presented. The bodies are restricted to be perfectly rigid bodies that contact at finitely many points. Contact forces between bodies must satisfy the Coulomb model of friction. A traditional principle of mechanics is that contact forces are impulsive if and only if non-impulsive contact forces are insufficient to maintain the non-penetration constraints between bodies. When friction is allowed, it is known that impulsive contact forces can be necessary even in the absence of collisions between bodies. This paper shows that computing contact forces according to this traditional principle is likely to require exponential time. An analysis of this result reveals that the principle for when impulses can occur is too restrictive, and a natural reformulation of the principle is proposed. Using the reformulated principle, an algorithm with expected polynomial time behavior for computing contact forces is presented.
Introduction
The synthesis of realistic motion is one of tbe goals of computer grdpbics. Recently, much attention has been given to physically based simulation methods, and in particular, rigid body simulation. To achieve realism, simulations must incorporate the effects of friction between contacting bodies, If the total number of contact points is small, for instance one to four, the effects of friction are easily computed. However, as the number of contact points grows, the problem becomes considerably more challenging. Simulation algorithms with exponential (in the number of contact points) running times are known [5] but are impractical for problems involving m few as [0 to 15 contact points. In order to make rigid body simulations with friction practical for computer graphics, efficient, polynomial time algorithms are needed. This paper considers the problems of computing friction forces for configurations of perfectly rigid bodies with a finite number of contact points. For polyhedral bodies, only the vertices of the line segment and polygonal contact regions are considered m contact points. LJnless otherwise stated, it is assumed that Permission10copy withoutfee all or part of this materialis granted provided that the copies arc not made or distributed fnr direc( commercial advimtzge, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of [he Associating for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise. or [n republish, requires a fee and/or i~cific pcnnws ion.
bodies are not colliding at any contact point. No restriction is placed on tbe allowable sliding motion between bodies at contact points. Forces at contact points are classified as either normal or fric[ion forces. Normal forces prevent inter-penetration by acting perpendicularly to the contac! surfaces. Friclion forces act tangentially to the contact surfaces and oppose slipping motion. The friction force at a contact point is called dynamic friction if the two bodies are slipping at the contact point; otherwise, the friction force is called static friction. The contact forces (the normal and friction forces) must satisfy the Coulomb model of friction. The Coulomb model of friction is a well accepted empirical relationship between the normal and friction force at a contact point.
An important first step to coping with tbe problems of friction is understanding the simulation behavior specified by the Coulomb model of friction. We need to know botb what kind of result the model specifies and the degree of difficulty in computing that result. When computing contact forces, a principle of rational mechanics called the princip/e ofcorrsrrainrs [9] is usually accepted. The print iple of constraints states that constraints should be satisfied by non-impulsive forces if possible; otherwise, impulsive forces should be used to satisfy constraints. (Impulsive forces, or impulses, have the units of mass times velocity and discontinuously change velocities; impulses most commonly arise when bodies collide. Non-impulsive forces, or just forces, have the units of mass times acceleration and cannot produce velocity discontinuities. ) The first result of this paper is a proof that computing friction forces according to the principle of constraints is likely to require exponential time (section 5). Under the Coulomb friction model, even in the absence of collisions it is sometimes necessary to introduce impulses between contacting bodies to prevent inter-penetration.
Adopting the principle of constraints requires that a particular behavior, non-impulsive contact forces, be searched for among possibly exponentially many other choices, whenever possible. In formal terms, we will prove that deciding if non-impulsive contact forces are sufficient to prevent interpenetration is NP-complete.
Essentially, this means that an efficient (that is, polynomial time) algorithm for computing contact forces is widely believed not to exist. (See Garey and Johnson[7] for a discussion on F', NP, NF'-complete and NP-hard problems).
However, the preference for non-impulsive bebavior is neither necessary nor justified.
Using insights from the NPcompleteness results of section 5, section 6 presents a physical model for contact that argues against the principle of constraints. We will use this model to reformulate the problem of computing contact forces. Using the reformulated problem, we present an efficient algorithmic simulation method for dealing with dynamic friction. The algorithm bas an expected running time that is polynomial in the number of contact points of the configuration. This is the tirst efficient algorithm we know of for computing dynamic friction forces.
As a first step towards dealing with both static and dynamic friction, we present two preliminary approaches for computing static and dynamic friction forces (section 8). The first approach approximates both static and dynamic friction by using the general algorithm for dynamic friction. The second approach uses an iterative technique to compute static and dynamic friction forces; however, convergence is not guaranteed.
Definitions
For configurations without friction, a valid set of contact forces is a set of normal forces satisfying three conditions. First, the normal force at each contact point must be oriented to "push" the bodies apart. Second, the normal forces must be sufficient to prevent inter-penetration between bodies. Third, if two bodies are separating at a contact point, the normal force at the contact point must be zero. For configurations without friction, a valid set of contact forces exists for any configuration of bodies. Although a valid set of contact forces is not necessarily unique for frictionless configurations, all valid contact forces yield the same accelerations of the bodies in the configuration [4] . Contact forces for frictionless configurations with n contact points can be found by formulating and solving a convex quadratic program (QP) of n variables. Methods for formulating this QP for bodies composed of polyhedra and curved surfaces have been presented in [1, 2, 6, 11] . Convex QP's with n variables can be solved in time polynomial to n and in practice are solved by algorithms whose worst case behavior is exponential but whose expected running time is polynomial 14].
Configurations with friction are more complicated. Contact forces with friction are valid if they satisfy both the previous three conditions for normal forces and the Coulomb friction model (sections 4 and 8). Valid contact forces for configurations with just dynamic friction (and no static friction) can be found, as in the frictionless case, by computing the solution to a QP. Unlike the frictionless case though, the QP associated with a configuration involving dynamic friction is not necessarily convex. The existence of a practical solution method for non-convex QP's is considered unlikely, because solving non-convex QP's is NP-hard.
Additionally, it is possible that the QP for a configuration with dynamic friction may not even have a solution. Although the Coulomb friction model is well accepted, it has been known for at least a century that configurations of rigid bedies with dynamic friction exist that have no valid set of contact forces. We call such a configuration inconsistent.
Conversely, there are also configurations with dynamic friction where neither the set of valid contact forces nor the accelerations resulting from those contact forces are unique. Such a configuration is called indererminute. (See sections 4.1 and 4.2). Wang and Mason[ 16] present a detailed discussion on single contact point collisions involving friction; in particular, methods for computing the contact impulse resulting from the collision are described. (We will not consider the general problem of collisions involving friction in this paper). Mason and Wangi 13] discuss inconsistent configurations and explain how to resolve the inconsistency by applying impulsive contact forces to the configuration.
Previous Work
However, it is first necessary to identify configurations as inconsistent. As we will show, this turns out to be a difficult problem.
A paper by Lotstedt[ 11] discusses a simulation method that avoids inconsistence y by modification of the friction law.
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Lotstedt's method changes the Coulomb model into a relation between normal forces from the previous time step and friction forces from the current time step. Lotstedt's method approximates both dynamic and static friction by solving a convex QP. It is not clear that Lotstedt's method can always be initialized so that it is numerically stable. It is also unclear how to perform such an initialization efficiently.
Contact Force Model
We begin by considering configurations with only dynamic friction. Static friction is not considered until section 8. This section introduces a special-case of a single contact point configuration ( figure I ). This configuration, and minor variations of it, will be used several times throughout this paper.
[n figure 1, body A is a thin rod of length two with a symmetric mass distribution that contacts body B at a single contact point. Body B (the "base") is fixed. By choosing A's angular velocity~and the magnitude g of the gravity force -rr?,q; acting on A, an indeterminate and an inconsistent configuration can be produced. This particular example can be found in a number of papers; for example, Lotstedt[ 10J, Erdmann[5] , or Mason and Wang[ 13] .
For a given value of 6, the linear velocity of A is chosen such that the point p,, on A has a non-zero velocity tangent to B, and zero velocity normal [o B. The unit vector ; is normal to the surface of B. The unit vector i is tangent to the surface of B, and is directed opposite to the motion of the point p{,; ; and i are perpendicular. The particular values of 1, 9 and y (p =%) given in figure I are somewhat arbitrary; these values are chosen to simplify later computations.
The Coulomb model of friction states that since pa is sliding across B, a friction force in the direction i acts on A. (An equal and opposite friction force acts on B, but B is fixed.) If the normal force acting on A has magnitude~, then the Coulomb friction model states that the friction force has a magnitude of p( figure 2 ). The net contact force acting on A is f; +pfl =f(i +Jl;).
(1) 
This configuration has the odd property that as the normal force magnitude ,f is increased, the point p. is accelerated more strongly to~,urds B! Geometrically, the direction of the net contact force f(; + p;) does not change as ,f is increased. However, as f is increased, the torque due to friction causes pa to angularly accelerate downward. The normal force fln also causes the center of mass of A, and thus p<,, to accelerate upwards, but not fmt enough to overcome tbe downwards acceleration due to the torque. The net result is that increasing ,f decreases the value of j,,. (See appendix A for details).
An Indeterminate Configuration
To produce an indeterminate configuration, let~and g satisfy I~['sin61-,< = 1, Then equation (2) becomes
m
Recall that valid contact forces satisfy three conditions. Tbe tirst condition, that the normal force "push" bodies apart is simply ,f > (). The second condition. that contact forces prevent interpenetration, requires the acceleration of~,, in the ; direction to be non-negative. This yields the constraint n j,, 2 f). Tbe last condition is tha! if the bodies are separating, the normal force must be zero. Since the bodies are separating if and only if; .j. is strictly positive, this condition may be written as~fi j<, = O. For [~[~sinEl-,< = I and using equation (2) . the above three conditions are
The valid contact forces are given by the solution of equation (4): f= Oandf=m.
For the f = O solution, ; j<, = 1. [n this solution, the centripetal acceleration of j<, is stronger than the force of gravity pulling A down: thus, A merely continues its rotation and the point p. moves off of B (figure 3a).
In the second solution.~= m and; j,, =0, A normal force of m; and a friction force of @ act on A. The torque generated by friction balances the centripetal acceleration of p,,; as a result, A and B do not break contact (tigure 3b). Note that the mr/y valid values of~are ,f = O or ,f= m. Since the solutions produce different accelerations for A. the configuration is indeterminate. 
An Inconsistent Configuration
Now suppose that I~I = O and A's linear velocity T' is opposite ? (figure 4). Then the condition~.fi,, >0 is
However, if g> O (figure 4a), then no positive value off can prevent p. from accelerating downwards and thus interpenetrating; that is, equation (5) cannot be satisfied by any~>0. This means that the configuration is inconsistent. The existence of such a configuration may seem counter-intuitive: however, we will have more to say on this phenomenon in section 6.1.
Note that the value of g is crucial. If g = O, so that no external force acts on A, then f = O becomes the (unique) valid contact force (figure 4b). Any positive value off for this configuration causes inter-penetration. Figure 4b corresponds to p,, "skimming" horizontally over B, with neither a normal force nor a friction force exerted on A. If g becomes even slightly positive however, the configuration is inconsistent. Note that the requirement that B be fixed is not crucial. If B is massive compared to A. then inconsistency occurs if an external force acts on A to accelerate it towards B, or vice versa. 
An AW-cornplete Class of Configurations
We define the frictional consistency problem as the problem of deciding if a given configuration is consistent. In this section, we prove that the frictional consistency problem is NPcomplete. We begin by showing that the frictional consistency problem lies in NP and then show that the frictional consistency problem is NP-hard. Although the configurations constructed in this section seem contrived (and arguably are), the NP-hardness result has grave implications even when inconsistency is not a concern during simulation.
Definition. An instance of the frictional consistency problem is a configuration C of bodies that contact at n distinct contact points. The physical properties of each body (mass, momen~of inertia, linear and angular velocity, position and orientation, and external forces) are described by rational numbers. The specfics of a contact point (position, coejjicient of friction, su~ace normal) are also described by rational numbers. The relative motion between bodies at contact points with friction is non-zero in the direction tangent to the contact sutface and zero in the direction normal to the contact surjace.
The nota{ion ICI = k means that configuration C is describable ink bits. Cleariy k > n.
Theorem 1. The frictional consistency problem lies in NP.
Proof. Given an instance of C, a QP of size n with the followin 3 two properties exists. ( 1) If C is consistent, then an n-vector x that is a solution to the QP exists. The set of contact forces such that the magnitude of the normal force at the ith contact point is x, is a valid set of contact forces for the configuration C. (2) Otherwise, if C is inconsistent, the QP has no solution. The specifics of constructing the QP can be found in [6] . The numerical quantities in the QP are computed from the rational entries of C in a total of O(n 3) arithmetical operations. The QP can therefore be constructed in time polynomial to k. Vavasis[ 15] has recently shown that quadratic programming lies in NP. It follows from this that deciding frictional consistency is also in NP. s
In order to show that deciding frictional consistency is NP-hard, we reduce the NP-complete problem "subset sum" to the frictional consistency problem.
Definition. An instance of the subset sum problem is a pair (A,S)
where A= {al, . . ,~] is a set of positive integers and S is a single positive integer, A subset sum instance (A, S) is satisfiable 1~there exists a subset A'c A such that a=S.
(6) aGA'
Deciding l~an instance of the subset sum problem is satisjiab[e is an NP-complete problem[7].
To show that deciding frictional consistency is NP-hard we take an arbitrary instance (A ,S) of the subset sum problem and construct (in polynomial time) a configuration of bodies C. The configuration C will have the property that C is consistent if and only if (A, S) is satisfiable.
Theorem 2. Deciding frictional consistency is NP -hard.
Proof. Consider the configuration of figure 5. Body B of figure 5 is initially at rest and is positioned by four fixed triangular wedges that contact Et without friction. Body B is therefore free to move horizontally, but can neither rotate nor move vertically. On either side of body B are thin rods E, and E2. E, and E2 have no angular velocity and have a linear velocity as indicated. E, and E2 contact B in the same manner as the configuration of figure 4 (although the frames of reference for E, and E2 are rotated by 90°w ith respect to figure 4). In figure 4 , inconsistency occurred if external forces accelerated A towards B or vice versa. The same holds true for figure 5. If B has an acceleration leftwards 34 Figure 5 . B is constrained by the fixed wedges and can only move horizontally.
However, the configuration is consistent only if B is not subject to a net horizontal force.
(towards E,), then inconsistency occurs. Likewise, if B has an acceleration nghtwards (towards E~), then inconsistency also occurs. Thus, the configuration of figure 5 is consistent only if the net horizontal acceleration of B is zero. In this case, the rods E, and E2 skim along the surface of B as in figure 4b. Now consider figure 6, where a collection of thin rods RI, . . . , R. have been added. In addition, an external horizontal force with magnitude~acts on B, trying to accelerate B to the right. Each rod Ri has mass m,. The configuration between each rod /ti and B is the same as the configuration of figure 3; thus each rod R, has angular velocity~and is subject to an external gravity force. Let f be the magnitude of the normal force between R, and B. As in figure 3, the only valid solutions for~are~= O and fi = m,. If j = O, then no friction force acts between Ri and B. Otherwise, fi = mi and a friction force of magnitude~, acts between R, and B. The friction force pushes R, to the right and B to the left, with magnitude pn,. The friction force on B therefore acts to oppose the external force of magnitude~.
Figure 6. The configuration is consistent if and only if the friction forces on B sum to P.S.
In order for the configuration of figure 6 to be consistent, B must have no net horizontal acceleration. This means that the friction forces exerted on B from the n rods must sum to p.S, balancing the external force applied to B. Thus, the configuration is consistent if and only if " (7) ,Zl Since each~is either O or m,, the configuration is consistent if and only if some subset of {m,, . . . . mn } sums to S.
We can now perform the reduction from subset sum to show NP-hardness. Given any set A = {a,, . . . . a" ] and any target sum S, construct the configuration of figure 6. Assign mi = a, for 1< i <n, and let an external horizontal force of@ act on B as shown in figure 6. By the above dkeussion, the configuration is consistent if and only if there exists a subset of [m,, . . . . mfl Proof. Since deciding if a set of contact forces exists is an NPcomplete problem, computing the contact forces (if they exist) is an NP-hard problem. s
Implications
At this point, il may seem that the above results, while possibly of some (marginal) theoretical interest, have no bearing on any practical problem. Certainly, the above configurations were carefully constructed to produce configurations whose consistency was difficult to determine.
But how likely is it that a configuration this carefully constructed could occur during simulation? For that matter, suppose the occurrence of any inconsistent configuration is so unlikely that the possibility can be completely disregarded. (This may be a reasonable assumption. We have not encountered an inconsistent configuration during simulation when v < 1.) Can a polynomial time algorithm that computes contact forces only for consistent configurations be constructed? The answer to this is no, unless it turns out that P and NP are equivalent, and it is widely believed that they are not.
Corollary 2. A polynomial time a[gorirhrn jiw computing va[id conruct forces ,f[w consisten[ corrjigurafions e.risrs ]~and only ]P = NP.
Proof. Suppose that P = NP. Since quadratic programming lies in NP, P = NP implies a polynomial time algorithm for finding the solution to a QP. Since valid contact forces for a consistent configuration of bodies can be found by solving an associated QP, valid contact forces are computable in polynomial time if P = NP.
Conversely, suppose that contact forces for consistent configurations can be computed in polynomial time. Then there exists a machine M and a polynomial p with the following behavior. Whenever M is given a consistent configuration C as input, M outputs a valid set of contact forces within time p( IC I). M's behavior when C is inconsistent is undefined. Given any configuration C, not necessarily consistent, M can be used to decide consistency in polynomial time as follows.
Let C be input to M and run for p( IC I ) time. If M fails to output within this time, then C is inconsistent. Otherwise, M has produced some output. Since deciding frictional consistency is in NP, the validity of M's output can be decided in an additional amount of time that is also a polynomial function of IC 1. If M's output is a valid set of contact forces, then clearly C is consistent. If M's output is invalid, then C must be inconsistent (else M would have output a valid answer). In any event, the consistency of C has been decided in polynomial time, Since deciding consistency is NP-complete, we conclude that the existence of a polynomial time algorithm for computing contact forces on consistent configurations would imply that P= NP. a Given the above conclusions, it is unlikely that an efficient algorithm for computing contact forces can be found. This depressing result can be viewed in several ways. First, the simulation of rigid bodies with friction can be considered an intractable problem, unless the number of contact points with friction in a configuration is small. Second, the general simulation problem can be rejected as being too difficult a problem, although we might hope to tind some natural class of configurations with friction for which contact forces can be computed efficiently. Such a class would have to be sufficiently general to cover situations likely to be encountered in practice. Third, heuristic methods for computing contact forces can be considered. However, this is essentially the same as hoping to find a natural class of configurations with easily computed contact forces. Rather than adopt any of these viewpoints, the next section presents a physical model of inconsistency that leads to a natural reformulation of the problem of computing contact forces.
Physical Models
In this section, a physical model for both inconsistency and indeterminacy is presented, Certainly, other models are possible, and a different choice of model might lead to different conclusions and results, The model in this section was develo~d in order to understand the behavior of inconsistent and indeterminate configurations. After the model was developed, we found that the model leads to a natural refutation of the principle of constraints. By abandoning this principle, the problem of computing contact forces is naturally reformulated and a correspondingly efficient way of computing contact forces is found. The model in this section is not an ad hoc attempt at dealing with friction, We feel that the model is not unreasonably based on the physical properties of rigid bodies, and sensible in the context of simulating rigid bodies with friction. The model and subsequent reformulation of the problem is presented in this section. In the next section, a computational algorithm is presented for solving the reformulated problem.
The motivation of a physical model stems from the need to answer the following basic question: what should be the result of a simulation when inconsistency is encountered? For inconsistent configurations, such as figure 4a, the only resolution is the introduction of an impulsive contact force at pa [9, 13] . Impulses, however, arise from collisions between bodies. Given the fact that p. has no velocity normal to B (so that A and B do not appear to be colliding), why should an impulse be applied between A and B? We answer this by presenting our physical model of inconsistency.
The physical model we present is based on questioning the rigid body assumption. In the physical world, there is of course no such thing as a perfectly rigid body. For near rigid bodies, contact forces arise as a result of small elastic deformations in the neighborhcmd of the contact area. Rather than geometrically model deformations, we shall (conceptually) allow bodies to inter-penetrate slightly, and consider a deformation in the contact surfaces proportional to the amount of inter-penetration.
(We do not of course imagine that real bodies actually inter-penetrate), As the inter-penetration depth increases, a restoring normal force acts to oppose the inter-penetration. This is the so called "penalty method", a simulation method that models contact between bodies as spring and damper systems. The normal force between two bodies is zero when the amount of inter-penetration is zero, and increases monotonically as the inter-penetration increases. Typically, the normal force is modeled as a linear spring force -Kd, where K is the spring constant and d is the amount of interpenetration. Although this is a very useful conceptual model, it is not well suited to simulation of very rigid bodies [ 1, 3] . We will use the penalty method to conceptually model inconsistency and indeterminacy, but we will not use the penalty method as a simulation technique. Figure 7 shows the behavior of the inconsistent configuration of 4a when the penalty method is applied. At time ro, consider the tip of the rod, pa, to be resting exactly on B, with zero inter-penetration. Since there is no inter-penetration, the normal force is zero, Even though p<, is sliding along B, the friction (2), is that this causes p,, to accelerate downwards even faster than before. As the penalty force continues to increase, it causes more inter-penetration between A and B; a form of positive feedback. Accordingly, both the friction and the normal force increase, and the cycle continues. Since we are trying to model A and B as rigid bodies, tbe spring constant K must be allowed to be arbitrarily large. (It is this feature that makes the penalty method ill-suited to rigid body simulation). The larger K is, the faster inter-penetration increases and the faster the normal and friction forces build.
A Model of Inconsistency
Recall that the friction force opposes the sliding motion of A across B. By making K arbitrarily large, the friction force brings p,, to rest (horizontally) in an arbitrarily short time. Now, suppose K is adjusted so that pa comes to rest within time A/. Then the amount of inter-penetration is O (At2 ), since the vertical distance traveled by p<, depends quadratically on the time for which it travels. In the limit as K goes to infinity, the contact force on A acts as an impulse and instantaneously brings p,, to rest horizontal y, without inter-penetration occurring. This impulse also causes p. to acquire a normal velocity towards B, bringing them into colliding contact. The (second) impulse resulting from this colliding contact can be computed according to [ 16] .
Once p. is at rest horizontally, dynamic friction is replaced by static friction. The Coulomb friction model states that the magnitude~$,ti,,, of static friction satisfies~,,.,,( <~~whereas d,,,.n,,, = Uf for dynamic friction. (Actually, p is typically larger for static friction than dynamic friction, but this has no bearing on the model being developed.) Because static friction is less constrained than dynamic friction, once static friction occurs, a valid solution exists and the inconsistency is removed.
A Model of Indeterminacy
Consider the indeterminate configuration of figure 3, which has solutions~= O and~= m. Using the penalty method, the indeterminacy can be removed by assuming some amount of initial inter-penetration between A and B. If the initial interpenetration between A and B is zero (figure 8) then no normal force exists, and contact is immediately broken (due to the centripetal acceleration of pa away from f?). The behavior is the same as in figure 3a . However, if tbe initial inter-penetration produces a normal force magnitude of m, then the normal and friction forces prevent A from breaking contact with B. In figure 9 , let the initial inter-penetration d, be~. Then tbe normal force magnitude at time/0 is m. Since p. is sliding on B, a friction force acts on A as shown. As A falls, maintaining contact with B, the inter-penetration varies smoothly, produce a varying normal force. At time /0 + At, A still interpenetrates B by an amount d, E d2, and the behavior of the conftgumtion is that of figure 3b . Thus, the initial amount of inter-penetration determines which behavior occurs.
The simulation method of computing and applying contact forces and impulses to bodies does not model inter-penetration. Instead of determining behavior by initial choice of interpenetration, we can consider an initial normal force between bodies at contact points, and use that to determine subsequent behavior. For the applications we are interested in, we generally have no basis for preferring one set of initial normal forces over another. The numerical routines used for solving the contact force equations arbitrarily determine the behavior simulated. This may or may not be sensible for other applications.
The Principle of Constraints
The principle of corrstmints, applied to configurations with friciion. states the following: when computing forces for a configuration of bodies, impulsive forces should be used only if non-impulsive forces do not exist for the contigur-mien. In other words. if a configuration is consistent, non-impulsive forces should be computed and applied to the configuration: otherwise impulsive forces must be introduced into the system. Initially, this seems like a sensible principle, but we know of no real justiticatiorr for it. If the physical model presented in this section is adopted, then this principle must be abandoned (at least in the context of'rigid body simulation ).
Consider tigure 1(). Once again, the combination of gravity and the angular velocity of R, is the same as in figures 5 and 6. Similarly, a horizontal acceleration of B results in inconsistency. using the physical model of indeterminacy, the value j'] assumes depends on the initial inter-penetration between R, and B. If we adopt the physical model presented, we must conclude the following: even though the configuration is consistent, there is no a priori reason to prefer impulse-free behavior to non-impulse-free behavior for this configuration. The inconsistency resulting from j', = m,, and subsequent application of impulsive contact forces is u.$mlrptuldc u behi~],if~r as the application of non-impulsive contact forces resulting from j', = (). Even though the configuration in figure 1f ) has only one valid solution of contact forces, (f, = ()), it has two possible bebaviors and is thus indeterminate.
6A Reformulating the Contact Force Problem
Up to now, we have viewed the problem of computing valid contact forces as: given a contigur~tion, efficiently compute a vidid set of contact fbrces, (f Ihq e.yis[. This viewpoint is based on tbe principle of constraints: that is, impulsive forces should be applied if and only if the configuration is inconsistent. [t is this absolute imi.rfen(c on a non-impulsive solution, if it exists, that makes tbe problem of computing contact forces so difficult. However, now that we have abandoned the principle of constrairrt~. a different viewpoint of tbe problem is possible.
Wc reformulate the problem of computing contact forces as: given a corrtigumtion. efficiently compute cilhcr a valid set of contact f'orcm (U it valid set of contact impulses. (Validity for contact impulses is defined in section 7). Under the physical model we h~vc assumed, there is no intrinsic reason to prefer valid contuct forces over valid contact impulses.
By computing a particular set of valid contact forces or impulses, a particular behavior is chosen for the configuration, and other possible bebaviors ignored. This means that we do not bother to decide if a eonti.guration is consistent or not. If a valid set of contact impulses are computed. it will not be known if the configuration was consistent and could have been wived with contact forces: however, this ]s unimportant. In the next section, an efficient method is presented for computing valid contact forces or impulses.
Computing Valid Contact Forces and Impulses
Before an efficient method for computing either contact forces or impulses can be considered. tbe definition of validity must be extended to cover contact impulses. We first define validity for contact impulse~and then present a computational algorithm.
Valid Contact Impulses
[n the penalty method interpretation of figure 7. an impulse occurred because no matter bow strong tbc normal force became, i( ww insufficient to prevent inter-penetration.
As a result, after the contact impulse was applied, the relatiw velocity of tbe bodiei at the contact point was directed inwards. Since contact impulsem ay need to be applied to configurations involving more than one contact point, validity must be defined for u set of contact impulses. For example, in tigure lo, if the /, = m , behavior is chosen. a contact impulse should occur between E, and B. However. there should be no contact impulse between R , and B. In order for our definition of validity to be uieful. till inconsistent configurations should have a valid set of contact impulws. We show in section 7.2 that our dctinition of validity for contact impulses satisfies this requirement.
We call u set of contact impulses valid under the following two conditions. First, the contact impulses must convert at least one of the contact points with dynamic friction to \tatic friction. Second, every contact point at which a contact impulse occurs must end up with a non-po~itive relative normal velocity: that is. after the contact impulses are applied, bodies should mJ( be separating wherever contact impulses occurred. The justification for this is that the contoct impulies occur only when the normal force grow~without bound to oppose inter-penetration.
intuitively. valid contact impulse~are the limiting rewlt of increa~ing nom~al forces without bound under the penalty method. If bodieã re separating at a contact point after contact impulses are applied, then the normal force at the contact point should not have grown without bound into a contact impul~e. As in \ection 6.1, bodies will bc colliding at some contact points after valid contact impulses are applied. and a~econdary set of impul~es will have to be~pplied. These impulses may be calculated according to [16] .
Computing Contact Forces and Impulses with Lernke's Algorithm
How can either contact forces or impulses be computed efficiently, given that computing contact forcm alone is hard? In section 3, it was stated that every configuration of n contact points bad~nassociated quadratic programming problem oftt variables. Let a set of valid normal force magnitudes (if it exists) be denoted by the unknown mvector~': tbe magnitude of the ith normal force is given by~. If/+ exists. it can be found by solving the QP ,a - (8) cannot attain zero subject to the above restrictions, then the configflration has no valid solution and is inconsistent. Thus, a valid~IS a solution to the equation (9) Equation (9) is what is known as a linear complementarily (LCP) problem. Equation (9) is called a positive semidefinite (PSD) LCP ifA is PSD [14] .
One of [he first algorithms for solving linear complementarily problems was introduced by Lemke[ 12] and is known as Lemke's algorithm. Lemke's algorithm is a pivoting method, similar to the simplex method of linear programming and has similar numerical properties. The algorithm is exponential in the worst case, but has an expected running time polynomial in n[ 14]. Lemke's algorithm progresses, like the simplex method, by trying various descent directions. If an LCP is PS D and has no solution then Lemke's algorithm will at some point encounter an unbounded ray; a descent direction along which one can travel infinitely far without making any progress. Otherwise, if a PSD LCP has a solution, then no unbounded ray exists for that LCP, and Lemke's algorithm terminates by finding a solution to the LCP. The algorithm is viewed as a practical solution method to the problem of solving PSD LCP'S.
However, for non-PSD LCP'S, Lemke's algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate correctly (although it still takes only expected polynomial time to do so). For a non-PSD LCP, if there is no solution, Lemke's algorithm terminates by encountering an unbounded ray. Unfortunately, if there is a sohstion, the algorithm is not guaranteed to find it. For non-PSD LCP'S with solutions, Lemke's algorithm terminates either by finding a solution or by encountering an unbounded ray. 1 As a result, Lemke's algorithm is not suitable for solving non-PSD LCP'S.
However, when Lemke's algorithm terminates by encountering an unbounded ray, it has found an n-vector~with the property [ 14] F' 2~and Vi such that F', >0, (AZ')i <0 (lo) where (A~)i is the ith component of the vector Ai'. Why is this property of interest? Suppose that a set of contact impulses are applied to the configuration, with the magnitude of the normal impulse at the ith contact point denoted by Z',. Then it can be shown [2, 6] that the relative velocity at the ith contact point after the impulse is (A Z')i. If the vector Z' satisfies equation (10) then every contact point subject to a non-zero contact impulse Z', >0 ends up with a non-positive relative normal velocity (A;), s O. Thus, the vector~found by Lemke's algorithm gives rise to a valid set of contact impulses. To fully satisfy the definition of validity, .= must be scaled upwards from zero until it causes a contact point with dynamic friction to be converted to static friction. After this, a real impact occurs, as described in section 6.1.
The behavior of Lemke's algorithm exactly matches our new view of the problem of computing contact forces. If the configuration has no valid contact impulse solutions, Lemke's algorithm cannot terminate with the special vector Z' and must therefore find a valid contact force solution. For inconsistent configurations, no valid contact force solution exists, so Lemke's algorithm must terminate with the vector~, providing a contact impulse solution. For configurations with both a valid force and impulse solution, Lemke's algorithm will terminate by computing 1Encounteringan unboundedray when there is a solution is analogousto getting stuckat a non-globalminimum in a non-convexminimization problem.
one or the other. Whenever @xttke's algorithm termimtes by computing a contact impulse solution, it will still be unknown whether or not the configuration was consistent. For frictionless systems, the LCP is always PSD and has a solution, so frictionless configurations do not have valid impulse solutions. Thus, the reformulation of the problem does not add any new solutions to simulations of frictionless systems. Although Lemke's algorithm runs, practically speaking, in polynomial time, this is not a proof that finding either valid contact forces or impulses is a polynomial time problem. From a practical standpoint, though, Lemke's algorithm provides an efficient algorithm for computing valid contact forces or impulses. The computational complexity of either solving an LCP or finding an unbounded ray is unknown.
Approaches for Static Friction
We conclude with two approaches to dealing with static friction. We stress that these approaches are only a first step towards dealing with the problems of static friction. Both approaches have their drawbacks, and currently have only limited applicability. The two approaches appear to produce (approximately the same) reasonably realistic results for the configurations we have simulated.
Consider the ith contact point of a configuration, and let the normal force magnitude there be~. The coefficient of friction, p, is not indexed and may be different for each contact point. No distinction is made between the coefficient of static and dynamic friction, and both are assumed to be isotropic. In what follows, there is no difficulty in using a different value of w depending on whether the friction force is static or dynamic. The next few computations take place in the tangent plane of the contact surface at each contact point; vectors are expressed in this plane as pairs (.x-,y) where (1,0) and (O, 1) are orthonotmtal. Let~Ii,$i) be the friction force, and (v,i,vYi) and (aXi,aY,) the relative tangential velocity and acceleration between bodies at the ith contact point.2
If (v.,, q,) is non-zero, then dynamic friction occurs and and the friction force has magnitude~j and is anti-parallel to the vector (V.,, >vy,).
Static friction is more compIex. For static friction, lvx,Ji)12 =L,2 +fy,'~(vJ)*.
(11)
The main difficulty in static friction is determining when a contact points makes a transition from sticking to sliding. When the static friction force is sufficient to prevent sliding, any direction of the friction force constraining (ax,,ay,) to be zero is valid. If the body begins to slide, then (jCi,~., ) must at least partially oppose the acceleration; that is, tixi.L,)"(ax,.aYi)~0.
Also, if (aXi,uY,) is non-zero, then the friction force magnitude must attain its upper bound of~fi. The law for static friction can be summarized as ,,2 +~y,z < (pJ)z , (fr,,~,,). (a,i,a,,) <0 and ((V.L)*-V=,* +f.Yiz))(a1,2 + aVi2) = O
where the last condition forces either (~fi)2 = f1,2 + fy,2 or * = 0 Unfoflunately, equation (13) formulated as part of a quadratic program. It also does not appear practical to solve with current non-linear programming techniques.
The Dynamic Friction Approximation
This approach for approximating static friction is extremely simple to implement. In order to determine whether static friction or dynamic friction should occur at a contact point. a simulator must have some threshold value e. If I(v,,, V,,) I 2 E, then dynamic friction occurs. Otherwise I(}',,,v,, ) I < &and static friction occurs. Since dynamic friction is (14) we approximate static friction as l(~',,.~',, )1
- (l,,,l',, ) - (v,, , },,, ) 
Thus, we really use a dynamic friction force that varies in magnitude from zero to an upper limit of pj as the relative contact speed varies from O to E. This allows us to use the method of section 7.2 to compute both static and dynamic friction.
Since static friction occurs only when the relative tangential velocity is non-zero, bodies must acquire some small amount of "crawl" in order to maintain a static friction force. This approach is reminiscent of the penalty method, where bodies must acquire some degree of imer-penetration for a sufficient normal force to exist. However, in the penalty method, it is necessary to increase the spring constant K without bound as the mass of bodies increases. Our approximation method does not suffer from this problem. If E is made small enough, the "crawling" behavior of bodies is not visible, no matter what masses or forces exist. If & is made excessively small, the differential equations of motion [ 1, 3] may become stiffi otherwise, the approach has a reasonable performance. The major advantage to this approach is that it is guaranteed to produce a result, using Lemke's algorithm as described in section 7.2. Thus, either a set of contact forces or impu Ises is computed. The major disadvantage to this approach is that it is an ad hoc approximation to the law of static friction.
Modeling Static Friction by Quadratic Programming
This approach is much more ambitious. We attempt to model static friction as a quadratic programming problem, which can be solved to find the contact forces. We approximate the static friction law as follows. Equation ( I I ) is rewritten as Unfortunate] y, this allows the static friction force magnitude to exceed pfi (by as much as a factor of 'AV), unless the friction force happens to be aligned with a coordinate axis of the tangent plane. One possible solution is to iterate several times, trying to choose a coordinate system so either f,, or f,, is zero, for each contact point. For two-dimensional configurations however, the friction force is constrained to a line, not a plane, and is described by a single variable $,,. In this case, the constraint -p~S f,, S pfi is exact.
To satisfy equation ( 12), we add the conditions A,, sgn~,l ) 20 and a,, sgnti,)~O (17) where sgn(.~) = 1 if .1 20 and -I otherwise. These conditions ensure that (f,,, f,, ) . (a,, ,u,, ) S O. The condition that static friction attains its upper bound when dipping begins is written (Vj -~,, sgn(f,, ))(at, sgn(f,, )) = O (M -f,, sgn(f,,) ) (a,, sgnv,, ) 
) = O. (18)
Finally, we add the standard constraint on the normal forces that 20. u,20and~a, =()
where a, is tbe relative normal acceleration of the ith contact point. If the signs of the f,, and f,, are known, then the above system of equations has unknown variables f, f,,,~,, (for each contact point) which are used to express tbe a,, a,, and a,, terms. The entire system can be solved by a quadratic program because the sgn functions become known. How can the signs of the f,, and f,, variables be determined?
Iterative methods for quadratic programming and linear complementarily exist that can be adopted to this problem [ 14] . These iterative techniques are very similar to the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi iterative methods used to solve linear systems. Iterative methods for quadratic programming are modified in a straightforward fashion to solve tbe system of equations ( 16) thru ( 19), without initially knowing the signs of the f,, and f,,. Unfortunately, convergence results are not available for the modified iterative methods. If the modified method fails to converge (or even before full convergence), the signs of f,, and f,, can be guessed by examining the unconverted solution. Quadratic programming is then used to solve equation ( 16) thru ( 19) as a quadratic program, given the estimate of the signs of the variables. If the estimate is correct, a solution is obtained for the friction forces.
However, the approach can break down at any number of places. If the method fails to converge, the estimates of the signs of the variables may not be correct. Even if the signs of the variables are correct, the form of the linear constraints in equation (16) do not allow us to use Lemke's algorithm for linear complementarily.
Although we can apply standard quadratic programming methods, we know of no algorithm that will solve tbe quadratic program or indicate contact impulses, as Lemke's algorithm does. With regard to the entire issue of consistency and Nf-hardness, this method for static friction is back to square one. It is possible that when the iterative step fails to converge, an analysis of the divergence of the iterates will indicate a valid set of contact impulses. At this time, however, we do not know how to perform such an analysis.
We have found however that the second approach, when it works, yields a very acceptable result. For large numbers of contact points (n = 40), the second approach sometimes breaks down, while tbe tirst approach does not. We have bad reasonable success with the second approach for configurations with 40 contact points or less.
Conclusion
An efficient algorithm for dealing with configurations of bodies with only dynamic friction has been presented. Instead of attempting to force a behavior that avoids contact impulses, the algorithm allows either contact forces or contact impulses to occur. Two preliminary approaches for dealing with static friction are presented. The first approach is an approximation using the algorithm developed for simulating dynamic friction. The second approach is more exact but also more prone to failure than the first approach. Simulation of a complex configuration with static and dynamic friction is shown in figure 11 .
